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As a rule I no longer give "hypnotic suggestions" to my clients.The result is that hypnosis works

every time ... for every client I have.  This second edition of Mind Control Hypnosis invites anyone

interested in hypnosis to consider how, as a hypnotist, making a few seemingly small changes can

give you unbelievable results.   Here are few gems that you'll learn from readingMind Control

Hypnosis:  * You'll learn how to increase your effectiveness as a hypnotist by never giving a

"hypnotic suggestion".   * What YOU believe as a hypnotist has a direct result on your effectiveness.

You'll learn some central beliefs held by the best hypnotists alive.  * You'll learn how to create

hallucinations in people ... in and out of hypnosis.   * You'll learn how to program your clients mind

to say "Yes" automatically to ALL your instructions. This make hypnosis easy for you and effective

for them!   * You'll learn why direct hypnosis (as opposed to permissive or Ericksonian hypnosis) is

the most direct and fastest way to get results.   * You'll learn why most hypnotist don't tell the truth

when they claim "You can't be hypnotized to do something against your will"! The truth is OF

COURSE YOU CAN ... it's just not always a good idea.   Most hypnotists will tell you "You can't be

made to do something in hypnosis that is against your Will." Most of them actually believe it. But a

few of the most experienced hypnotists simply say it to put people at ease. They know that, in the

right hands, very few people can resist a skilled hypnotist.   Skilled hypnotists know what it takes to

resist suggestions and it's not what most people would think.   There are two reasons hypnotists

continue to hold so tightly to this information about the human Will?  Reason #1 - Because they

don't want others to have the power they have. In spite of what they may want you to believe

hypnotists are human beings. They have egos and ambitions just like everyone else. lot of

hypnotists discover something that works really well and they'll want to keep it to themselves. I'm no

different. I sat on this for over a year before I decide to put it to print.  Reason #2 - Because it

frightens away clients who believe they have some sort of Will Power. The belief that we have

control over our lives is one of our central needs that help us feel secure. But the fact is most people

have very little real Will Power. For most people real Will Power is a myth, a story, even a fantasy.

Facing this truth, for most people,is a humbling experience.  The secret of the human Will is that it's

much easier to overcome than anyone has ever thought.  The good news is that these secrets can

help hypnotists and their clients to improve. Hypnotists become more effective and more

compassionate and their clients discover exactly what they can do to the get most from any

hypnosis session.   The book Mind Control Hypnosis describes how skilled hypnotists bypass the

human Will and get people to do things that seem out-of-the-ordinary. Thankfully, most of these

hypnotists are good and decent people who use this knowledge to help people improve their lives.
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Dantalion Jones is author of numerous books on mind control, hypnosis and persuasion. As well as

his clinical hypnosis practice he teaches hypnosis around the world.

This book was okay. I was looking for a book to help write stories that inform and help make them

stick in a persons mind better and I picked up a few things from this book.Over all if you are a

hypnotherapist this is a great book for you. The concepts and scripts given are unique from other

hypnosis books I've read.If you are not a hypnotherapist then this book is probably to advanced for

you plus there are a number of referals back to the 1st edition which I DID NOT read so I was out of

luck.Finally there are a number of typos which really slows down the reading process.I give this

Four Stars for someone with a background in hypnosis (DJ fix the typos and it would be a Five Star)

and I would give it Two Stars to the hypno-neophyte.

This book is great for anyone interested in hypnosis.Very informative and to the point.

Worth a read

Thank you!

This book is amazing.
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